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Wildlife Report 
 

For the month of August, Two Thousand and Fifteen 
 

    Temperature       Rainfall Recorded   Sunrise & Sunset 
 Average minimum:  14.6˚C (58.2˚F)     For the month:        1 mm          Sunrise    06:05 
 Average maximum:  26.0˚C (78.8˚F)     For the year to date: 402.3 mm Sunset     17.41 
 Minimum recorded:    8.0˚C (46.4˚F)    

 Maximum recorded:  30.0˚C (86.0˚F)     
 
 

The midday temperatures have been mild and the morning game drive times have been moved to an earlier 
departure time. The first signs of spring are on our doorstep and receive a warm welcome. 
 

 
 
 

 



Lions:  
The Mhangene pride continues to follow large herds of buffalo. Recently we have noted that one of the male 
lions from the Xmungwe pride has joined up with the Mhangene pride. The pride members were reluctant with 

his presence at first, however it has now been recorded that he has been moving with the pride. The Othawa 
prides three lions are doing well and we have been encountering them periodically.  
 

Leopards:  
We experienced some very interesting behaviour between three leopards over several days - Leon elaborates 
later in the journal. The story involves a father, a son and a female leopard... 

 
Buffalos:  
Two very large buffalo herds exceeding more than 300 each were active during this past month.  

 
Hyena:  
A large clan of hyenas exceeding 20 was viewed feeding on the remains of a hippo carcass. The hippo died of 

natural causes.  
 
Wild dogs: 

Sightings over the last few weeks have been scarce due to the prospects of them increasing their packs. 
Generally this time of the year the packs will use den-sites that they may have used during the previous year. A 
pack moved into an area north of the river briefly, along with their puppies. Unfortunately they moved again 

shortly after establishing a den-site due to the lion activity in the area. We look forward to encountering more 
sightings of wild dogs as the puppies get older and start moving with the pack.   
 

Birds:  
188 species recorded. The highlight for the month of August was a melanistic form of Gabar goshawk. Yellow-

billed oxpeckers were seen amongst the buffalo herds. There were early appearances of yellow-billed kite and a 

black cuckoo. 

 



Interpreting fascinating leopard mating behaviour  Article by Leon van Wyk 
 
No matter how long one spends in the bush, or in the guiding profession, there is never a time when one can 

claim to have “seen it all.” In early August this year, we witnessed a fascinating scenario involving three 
leopards, namely the Kashane male, the Ravenscourt male and the Tassleberry female.  
 

Early one morning, these three leopards were found together in the general vicinity of Giraffe Pan, a beautiful 
waterhole near the upper reaches of the Mobeni stream, south-west of Castleton. It soon became apparent that 
there was mating activity, with the youthful Ravenscourt male being approached by the Tassleberry female, and 

duly obliging. As is always the case with mating leopards, the activity is initiated by the female. What was 
fascinating in this case, however, was that the Kashane male looked on while the Ravenscourt male mated with 
the female, and as soon as the Ravenscourt male dismounted, the Kashane male took his place. Over the next 

two days, this was witnessed many times by a good number of guests and their guiding teams. Of particular 
interest was the fact that there appeared to be no real hostility between the two male leopards. In between 
sessions of mating, the three leopards would lie down and rest just a metre or two apart, evidently quite 

comfortable and at peace with the proximity. Now I have been guiding for more than two decades, and while this 
is probably not the first time such behaviour has been witnessed, it is certainly the first time that I have seen it 
take place. The most experienced among the rest of the guides and trackers currently at Singita can also not 

recall any similar events. As mentioned, this behaviour went on for a couple of days, before the Kashane male 
eventually left the other two leopards. During the time that they were together, there was no violent or genuinely 
hostile interaction between the males - just the occasional snarling and hissing at each other, usually while one 

of them was busy in the act of mating with the female. 
 
In analysing this behaviour, one might first question why there were two male leopards there in the first place. 

The answer to this is actually quite straightforward. Anyone who has witnessed a session of leopard mating will 
vouch for the fact that it is a noisy affair, and because it happens repeatedly, it will often attract the at tention of 
any other leopard (male or female) that happens to be in the area.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 

The Kashane male, although ageing, still has a vast territory. His son, the Ravenscourt male, is still growing and 
is just beginning to behave like an adult, and looking to stake a claim to a territory. It is a well -known fact that a 
female leopard will usually relinquish a small piece of her territory to accommodate her freshly independent 

daughter.    
 
 

     
Tasselberry Female            Ravenscourt Male 



Could it be that something similar happens with male leopards, where a father voluntarily relinquishes a piece of 
his territory for his son? I have described in articles in previous journals how the Kashane male tolerates his 
adolescent and independent sons (including the Mobeni male and the Ravenscourt male), but now as these 

young male leopards move out of adolescence towards young adulthood, how does the picture change? 
 

 
 
My opinion is that most successful territorial male leopards would "want" their sons to succeed in life, and this 

includes spreading their good genes to ensure the continuation of a strong line. Ideally, an older male leopard 
such as the Kashane male would not wish to lose his whole territory to one of his sons, but if he is on the 
decline, he would sooner have, as his territorial neighbour, one of his sons, rather than an unrelated male 

leopard, who would probably be more hostile. I believe the Kashane male's territory is shrinking, with the 
pressure coming from all sides, but I also am inclined to think that there is a certain amount of sharing of 
territories, particularly between male leopards as closely related as father and son. Could there even be growing 

evidence for the possible existence of coalitions of male leopards? The idea may seem a little outrageous, but I 
am leaning more and more towards the belief that the Kashane male and his son the Ravenscourt male are 
together controlling a sizeable chunk of land, and could as such be considered a partnership.  While the 

Ravenscourt male probably only shares the south-western corner of his father’s territory, it is  conceivable that 
the Kashane male may have a similar land-sharing arrangement with another son (Mobeni male), perhaps in the 
north-eastern corner.  Why the female leopard would choose to mate with both males is easier to explain. Her 

reasoning would probably be that she knows that the father of her cubs would not harm the cubs. If both males 
mated with her, they would probably both feel paternal rights when the cubs are born, and would be likely to 
tolerate and protect the cubs.  

 
The "family life" of leopards is something which I have also described previously, and this is being witnessed 
more and more. Whether or not these theories do fully explain the behaviour that we recently witnessed, it was 

certainly a privilege to see, and I am sure that leopards in this area will continue to thrive for many years to 
come, even though violent behaviour such as infanticide might seem cruel.  We do not have all the answers, but 
the fact that we are able to witness such interesting behaviour exhibited totally unhindered in front of us, bodes 
very well for the future of viewable leopards in the wild. 

 



 
 

 



The unicorn foreplay  Article by Ricardo Careaga 
 
Unicorns do exist! The mythical animal roams free in the bush. The only difference is that these unicorns are fat 

and grey and we call them rhinos. 
 

 
 
We set off on our quest to find the magical creatures and after driving for a while we found three unicorns near 

one of the waterholes in the central-west section of the reserve.  
 
One of them was a male and the two other were young females. The large bull was trying to get closer to one of 

the females, only to be rejected with loud snarls and mock charges. We quickly realized that we were witnessing 
a very special moment for unicorns: courtship. 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Hopefully for him, persistence paid off! 

 

 
The subterranean undertaker… Article by Michelle Campbell 
 
This may seem like a strange subject to write about, but it was prompted by a question a guest asked me on 
game drive one day, and that was, “What happens to termites when they die?” I recall pulling my, “Hmmm good 

question!” face… and I thought to myself, what DOES happen to termites when they die?  Do they only die 
outside the termatarium?  Do predators outside the mound just eat all dead termites?  Bearing in mind that a 
single colony can support hundreds of thousands of individuals with a short life span, the death rate must be 

pretty high. 
 
Completely intrigued, I did some research, and was most surprised by the results.  Scientific papers dating back 

to 1958, entitled the likes of “The undertaking activities of social insects”, “Corpse management of social 
insects”, “Differential undertaking responses of a lower termite to corpses.”…The list was endless.  I read 
through a number of these papers and sat back in my chair at the end to mull results over.  I played out a 

scenario in my head of a termite dying, a second individual finding it, and a third termite rushing up and stating 
aloud “move over, I am the undertaker”. I laughed out loud, but actually, that is exactly what happens.  



 

 

Termite Castes 
Ant Castes 

 
To maintain healthy colonies, social insects, i.e. bees, wasps, ants and termites have evolved sophisticated 
ways to counter the threat of disease at both the individual and colony level.  

 
 Any nest-mates that die inside the nest represent a 
high risk for insect societies, especially those that have 

died due to some infectious agent.  All possible 
measures are thus taken to prevent potential sources of 
diseases from spreading to other members of the 

society, especially the queen and the brood.  The nature 
of these insects allows for the specific division of labour 
in their social structures, in the sense that different 

individuals engage in very specialised tasks.  This has 
led to the development of an “undertaker worker” that 
exists for the purpose of engaging in corpse 

management and must quickly remove all the dead 
members of the colony inside the nests.  Bees, wasps, 
ants and termites are the only animals apart from 

humans that harbour complex behavioural strategies for 
disposing of dead belonging to their same species.  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
So what does happen to social insects when they die? Honeybees, ants, and termites each show species -
specific undertaking responses toward corpses.  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 



Studies of undertaking behaviour in bees have traditionally focused on the honeybee.  Honeybees dispose of 
nest-mate corpses in a straightforward manner, i.e. corpse removal.  An “undertaker” bee typically uses its 
antennae to touch the dead bee briefly, grasps its appendages with mandibles, transports it outside, and drops it 

from the hive.  Noteworthy is that other debris in honey bee colonies have been observed to be removed less 
rapidly. 
 

The behavioural patterns of ants are extremely diverse, but they are known to keep the interior of their nest 
meticulously clean. Corpse removal is common in various ant species, and is distinguished from other nest 
cleaning behaviours as corpses are transported more rapidly and over greater distances than inanimate objects.  

Cannibalism of dead individuals was observed in some species, and the Matabele ant, for example, eat their 
defeated enemies after inter-colony battle, which has been considered to be adaptive as they practice 
cannibalism behaviour more frequently during period of food shortage. Besides cannibalism, ants are reported to 

perform burial behaviours using soil and nest material in response to corpses but it is less common probably 
because the energy input of burial activity is higher than corpse removal.  
   

Termites too have evolved complex systems of corpse management dealing with corpses of different ages, 
origins, and infection status.  They include burial, avoidance, and cannibalism. Cannibalism of the dead in 
termites is considered to be a mechanism of recycling nitrogenous nutrients, which is, in part, due to their 

nutritionally poor cellulosic diet.  In comparison to ants and bees, termites’ preference for tunnel building plays 
an important role in their burial behaviour.  In fungus-growing species, the existence of corpses induces building 
behaviour to separate the dead from the rest of the colony.  The use of faecal material, chewed material or soil 

coated with saliva for building (and burial) provides antifungal components that act as further protection against 
fungal growth and spreadable diseases. 
 

It is one thing accepting undertaking 
activities, but how do these insects, some 
who don’t even have a brain (only a 

central nervous system), even know that 
their nest mate is dead?  Research 
suggests that death recognition is a 

combination of factors, but in particular 
can be explained by two hypotheses: a 
“fatty acid death cue” and a “chemical vital 

sign”. Fatty acids are released upon death 
for decomposition, but where corpses are 
found and removed within one hour (which 

is too short a time period to allow for 
decomposition), it has been suggested 
that the absence of a chemical associated 

with life may prompt undertaking activities.  
 
 

 
As a result, these social insects exhibit specific responses to the nature of the corpses, including their post-
mortem time, infection status (whether harmful fungi are present), and origin (whether or not the corpse is a 

nest-mate or of the same species).  Responses then vary from removal, burial or cannibalism. Fungus growing 
termites, for example, were found to isolate fungal infected individuals by burying the dead onsite, while the 
healthy corpses were cannibalised15. Soldiers were also involved with guarding corpses as the burial response 

was underway. In honeybees, 1-hour old corpses were observed to be removed more quickly than freshly killed 
individuals, and dead ants of the species “Red wood ant” were consumed for food, but infectious ants were 
avoided. In another species, workers discriminated old corpses from freshly killed individuals, with new corpses 

buried while old ones are transported outside.  
 
 

So next time you see one of these social insects, or drive past their colonies, keep an eye open for this intriguing 
behaviour, and you never know, one day you may even meet “The Undertaker”.  
 

 
 

Dead ant removal 
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Is that ostrich flirting with me?  Article by Michelle Campbell 
 
“Big 5, big 5!” requested my guests on arrival, and the Big 5 we certainly did see.  But it wasn’t a member of the 

Big 5 that proved to be the star of their safari, but rather a bizarrely behaved female ostrich.  Ostriches are not 
prolific in the Sabi Sands, but for some time now we have been enjoying regular sightings of a female ostrich 
who appears to have ventured her way to us from somewhere farther afield in Kruger National Park.  

 
Being the tallest and heaviest bird in the world, the ostrich certainly  is a marvel, but what is odd, is that this 
member of the species is here on her own.  Odder still is her behaviour, which seems to be getting stranger by 

the day.  It started with her approaching and even following game drive vehicles, but more recently her 
behaviour seems somewhat “courtship-like.”  
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Male ostriches perform an interesting courtship display called ‘kantling’, whereby they squat on the ground and 
sway from side to side whilst fanning and quivering their outstretched wings.  At this signal, if the female likes 
what she sees, she too squats and flaps her wings backward, while bending her neck forward and making 

clapping noises with her beak.  I’m rather embarrassed to admit that this was extremely similar behaviour to 
what we witnessed. The female ostrich approached our vehicle, squatted, bent her neck forward and even made 
the clapping sound with her beak!  This is a bit confusing, because last time I checked I’m quite sure that apart 

from a feather duster, our green Land Rovers don’t resemble a male ostrich in any way!  
 
A researcher at heart, I did some reading on the 

subject, and found that indeed behaviour such as this 
has been observed in ostriches before, albeit in farmed 
ostriches in England. According to “British Poultry 

Science”, it was found that 70% of the female ostriches 
observed in a particular farm reliably “hit on” the 
humans when they were around!  So perhaps in the 

absence of any males or female friends, this lonely 
African ostrich is just a bit confused and looking for 
company. A short word on company, though, and that 

is, she must be more careful of her choice of partner!  
Africa is a dangerous place for birds, especially one 
that shares the open savannah with the fastest land 

animal on earth – the cheetah.  Even with her two-toe 
adaption for speed, she would not be able to out-run a 
hungry cheetah, a known major predator of the ostrich.  

Why then, she has chosen a few times to join us for a 
date with the cheetah, standing less than 20 metres away, is hard to fathom.  My only explanation is that 
perhaps she doesn’t recognise the risk… and luckily for her, it seems they haven’t seen her in the food light yet 

either. For an ostrich whose name is derived from the Greek “strouthos”, referring to the (false) belief that they 
bury their heads in sand, it seems this ostrich really does seem to buck all typical ostrich traits and seems to 
have exactly that - her head in the buried in the sand! 

 



Game viewing summary for August 2015 
 

The below is a comparison of the difference between recorded sightings from last year to this year. With the 

increase of our leopard and lion sightings this has had an affect on our hyena sightings as well. Unlike last year, 
we have noted that hyena’s moved their den sites more readily this year in comparison to last year as well, could 
this be due to the predator impact in the area? 

 

No. of Sightings Lion Leopard Cheetah Elephant Buffalo Wild Dog Hyena 

August 2014 36 55 9 N/A N/A 5 5 

August 2015 90 100 7 159 71 4 25 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Photographs on location by Ross Couper, Michelle Campbell and Ricardo Careaga 
Singita Ebony and Boulders Lodge  

Sabi Sand 

South Africa 
Thirty-first of August  


